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Brevis...
www.mojaveaudio.com

Price: $600 each microphone;
Like: Records any instrument;

Dislike: No hypercardioid version.

A Perfect Home Studio Mic
For Instrument Recording

by Dr. Frederick J. Bashour

  David Royer, noted microphone designer and creator of the

made-in-USA, high-end Royer ribbon microphone line, has created

a line of home-studio priced microphones with professional-grade

specifications — Mojave Audio. And from the Mojave line, the new

MA-101fet is one of the most remarkable instrument microphones

I have used in the past forty-five years!

  In all those years, my mic cabinet has included numerous high-

end, small-diaphragm microphone — and many of the large

diaphragm microphoness as well. These new Mojave mics,

however, defy the “small diaphragm vs. large diaphragm”

microphone character paradigms. (Check out my sidebar on small

diaphragm mic evolution at the end of this review.)

Features

  When I first unpacked my pair of Mojave MA-101fet

microphones (retail priced at $600 each), I was immediately
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surprised by their “beefiness.” These are not exactly little “pencil”

mics like Schoeps CMCs or Neumann KMs; they are closer in size

to the Sony ECM-33Ps, from 1974, but weigh substantially more.

Their exact dimensions are difficult to quantify, since the capsule

end is considerably narrower than the cable connector end, but

suffice it to say that they are 6.75-inches long, 1.12 inches wide

at the wide end, and weigh half a pound each.

  The size is primarily due to the fact that Mojave has fitted a

high-quality Jensen output transformer; it’s heavier and simply

takes up more space than the little “peanut” transformers in other

small diaphragm mics. The internal circuitry of this microphone is

first class in all respects. All components were chosen for their

sonic attributes, and the fact that this solid-state microphone

sports an output transformer (it could just as easily been

designed with a transformerless line driver), reflects the truism

that all classic microphones have output transformers.

  According to Mojave, the MA-101fet is a small (I call it medium)

diaphragm, solid-state condenser microphone with

interchangeable cardioid and omnidirectional capsules. It

combines the features of two of Mojave Audio's popular models —

the cardioid and omnidirectional capsules from the vacuum tube

MA-100 — with the electronics from their large diaphragm MA-

201fet.

When I soloed the violins, my mouth
dropped open! The two Mojaves
sounded like a high-resolution stereo
mic — not at all like a pair of typical
“pencil” mics put together into an X-Y
arrangement. The imaging was rock-
solid and, most importantly, the sound
of the violin was extremely smooth
and true.

  The MA-101fet also features an internally switchable -15 dB pad

(you have to open up the mic — an easy, if slightly inconvenient,

operation — to access it), increasing its sound pressure level

capability to 135 dB SPL. This makes the MA-101fet suitable for

almost any source — from capturing the subtle nuances of

acoustic instruments to the loudest of electric guitars and drums.

  The mic features hand-selected, 3-micron cardioid and omni

capsules, a high-quality Jensen audio transformer and military-

  g
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grade FET and custom-designed, low-noise resistors. Each MA-

101fet microphone — which is assembled in China with these

special components — is tested and evaluated back at Mojave

headquarters, and then packaged in its cute little metal suitcase.

The audition

  For a high-resolution, classical project at my home recording

studio, I needed to spot mic a classical violinist in a violin/piano

recording. I used the Mojaves as an “X-Y coincident” pair of

cardioids.

  Since I needed a stereo bar for this arrangement, I used one of

my own, as Mojave supplied the mics as two self-contained

packages with only a single mic stand attachment for each mic.

For mounting the mics for this session, I used a stereo bar that

came with my pair of M-Audio Pulsar IIs, and it worked perfectly

with the Mojaves. (M-Audio had even included a little threaded

extension adapter, which enabled me to mount one mic over the

other. Contrary to many published snapshots purporting to

demonstrate X-Y mic placement, in which the two mics are simply

placed “capsule to capsule, but at an angle,” that is not true X-Y!

Rather, the capsules need to be mounted one above and one

below each other, and then angled, just as they would be if they

were mounted in a dedicated stereo mic, such as a Neumann SM-

23, SM-69, or AKG C-24.

  My setup for the 24-bit/192 kHz multitrack recording included

the Merging Technology Pyramix recording/editing software via

Mac Pro computer, and Crane Song Flamingo mixer/preamps. The

Mojaves were placed near the violin and a pair of Telefunken M-

260s were placed near the piano. I also set up two spaced pair of

3-micron Stephen Paul-modified Neumann M-249s to pick up the

overall room sound of the two instruments.

  When I soloed the violins, my mouth dropped open! The two

Mojaves sounded like a high-resolution stereo mic — not at all like

a pair of typical “pencil” mics put together into an X-Y

arrangement. The imaging was rock-solid and, most importantly,

the sound of the violin was extremely smooth and true.
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  When the violinist stopped playing, I could hear the Mojaves

picking up the piano. Even though they were positioned away

from the piano, I was astonished at how equally smooth they

sounded. The ‘101fets’ off-axis response was definitely smooth

and the low frequencies did not sound anything like I would have

expected from, say, a cardioid Schoeps; the Mojaves were solid

and very present. **Never had I experienced such well-balanced,

high-resolution sound from a factory-made, small diaphragm

microphone! If I had known in advance how good they were, I

might very well have used the two Mojave mics as the sole

pickups for this violin/piano recording.

  Later, I tried the Mojaves with their omnidirectional capsules

and, again, they sounded wonderful. Their pickup of the good-

sounding room was very faithful and warm in nature. I moved

them in appropriately, and got a great bloom around the

instruments in the string quartet I was recording.

  I subsequently tried them on piano, choir, and organ, and each

time came away with the feeling that these relatively low-priced

mics can easily substitute for many of my custom-modified

vintage microphones. They seem not to have any of the “solid-

state sound” that I find objectionable in other, considerably more

expensive, small diaphragm European microphones.

I subsequently tried them on piano,
choir, and organ, and each time came
away with the feeling that these
relatively low-priced mics can easily
substitute for many of my custom-
modified vintage microphones. They
seem not to have any of the “solid-
state sound” that I find objectionable
in other, considerably more expensive,
small diaphragm European
microphones.

  David Royer did it right with this microphone. Take noise floor,

for instance. The specs (14 dB self-noise) are good, but not

outstanding. But microphone designers know that one can trade

off a few decibels of S/N — one way or the other — by the way

one voices the tensioning of the diaphragm.**Higher tension can

result in a slightly better noise figure (as Schoeps and Neumann

have), but at the expense of a certain lack of “ease” in the sound.
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Tweak the tensioning a bit in the other direction, and the sound

opens up considerably, and the noise increases only a dB or two

(due to the slightly lower output from the capsule). The high-end

Josephson mics are voiced like this, and so are these Mojave

101fets — to my ears, at least.

The verdict

  So, how should I summarize my findings? This is one of the best

“small-diaphragm” solid-state condenser mics I have ever used.

For the price, the mic is an incredible performer. No, the stereo

pair does not have the “reach” of my 1-micron Stephen Paul-

modified Neumann KM-54s, or even of my Royer SF-24 active

stereo ribbon mic, but one of those microphones cost much more

than a pair of Mojave MA-101fets.

  The Mojave's forte is to pick up sound faithfully — both on and

off axis — with no undue emphasis or lacking in any part of the

frequency spectrum except, perhaps, a bit of a broad peak around

5 kHz. And the low frequencies are definitely there, much better

than any small diaphragm directional mic I’ve ever used. David

Royer’s use of that huge Jensen transformer, which lets all the

low frequencies picked up by the high-resolution, small

diaphragms come through, is definitely a winning combination!

  My only negatives are the lack of a stereo bar with a pair

purchase and no hypercardioid capsule option. Maybe Mojave will

add the latter feature in the near future, hint-hint. In a nutshell,

the Mojave MA-101fet is so good that I see it as a completely

viable, lower-cost alternative to the often-used, high-end German

microphones — for any type of music.

  Although there are numerous, cheaper-priced instrument

microphones sourced from China these days, David Royer’s high-

quality, thoughtful design with high-grade parts makes the

Mojave line a cut above the others. Hence, they cost a bit more

money. But in my world of European-pedigree, multi-thousand

dollar microphones  $600 for a mic this good is a bargain  I also

    y
☆Benchmark DAC1 HDR D/A
☆Canton Reference 9.2 Speaker
☆Pass INT-150 Integrated Amp
☆Legacy Studio HD Speaker
☆Benchmark Media DAC-1 Pre D/A
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$1,599, is one of the merging product
class of wireless DACs that can take
streamed audio from computers
(ITunes) and convert the digital data
stream to high-quality audio through
your audiophile system.
  The combo/Wi-Fi receiver DAC
features a 24-bit 192 kHz converter’
that can convert ITunes music
(computer or IPod touch/IPhone) using
the AAC Apple lossless compression
(Airport Express’ maximum quality),
which is equivalent to 16-bit 44.1 kHz
performance.
  The Wi-Fi/DAC has RCA analog outputs
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output. I heard impressive AirStream
demo at the Audio Plus Services, the US
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Show. We plan to run a review in the
near future.
  For more information go to
www.micromega hifi.com
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dollar microphones, $600 for a mic this good is a bargain. I also

recommend the microphone for an Everything Audio Network

Stellar Sound Award.

Click Mojave MA-101fet for more info.

  Dr. Fred is an avid audiophile and has been a classical recording

engineer for the past 35 years, working on hundreds of recordings

released on more than a dozen labels, including Musical Heritage

Society and Dorian. His studio, Dufay Digital Music, is located in

Massachusetts. He holds a Yale Ph.D. in Music Theory and is also

an avid keyboardist, currently performing as a weekend jazz

pianist, as well as a church organist and choir director. He can be

reached via the Everything Audio Network,

everything.audio@verizon.net

EAN Extra!
The Evolution of Small Diaphragm Microphones

  Back in the day, the most widely used small
diaphragm microphones were made in Germany and
Austria by Neumann, Schoeps, and AKG. They had
approximately 1/2”-diameter diaphragms and, due to
various proprietary capsule manufacturing
techniques and amplifier designs, sounded quite
different from each other.
  All three companies made vacuum tube models in
the 1950s and early 1960s, and all eventually
switched to solid-state amplifiers, which changed
their sound somewhat. Nonetheless, there were still
several sonic qualities common to all of them.
  First, due to their small diameter diaphragms, their
response to sound arriving indirectly at the
diaphragm’s axis was almost as linear as the direct
response — only lower in amplitude. Second, the
cardioid and hypercardioid capsules could always be
expected to be deficient in low frequency response,
below about 150 Hz. The omnidirectional diaphragms
— which responded to pure pressure variations —
were flat all the way down to at least 30 Hz.
  Due to these seemingly unavoidable characteristics
of small diaphragm microphones, certain recording
techniques evolved for taking advantage of their
strengths, while avoiding their weaknesses. For
example, the use of three small diaphragm
omnidirectional Schoeps vacuum tube microphones,
spaced across the front of an orchestra, became the
standard for audiophile recordings in the fifties and
sixties, as pioneered by the Mercury Living Presence
LPs produced by the late Bob and Wilma Fine.
  This technique was continued into the present
digital era by Telarc. When a more precise stereo
image was desired for chamber music recordings,
coincident cardioid small diaphragm mics were used
because their fine off-axis response complemented

 

Brand New!
Cascade FAT Head II Live
Ribbon Microphone

  Ribbon microphones have made a big
resurgence in recording studios and live
sound settings in recent years. The
made-in-China Cascade ribbon
microphone line offers a palette of
ribbon microphones spec’d for great
performance and offer excellent value
for serious home recording, or those
who want that warm present sound
from their live rig.
  The Fat Head II Live ($225 direct
order) is packaged for live pickup
applications including drums, guitar and
bass cabinets, keyboards, etc. It
features hand-tuned aluminum element
mounted in the center of the capsule to
get the best performance out of the
ribbon’s figure 8 polar pattern. The
factory spec include an amazing 165 dB
maximum SPL, yet it offers a robust 30
Hz to 18 khz frequency response.
  The Fat Head Live II comes with
premium shock mount, case and storage
punch and microfiber cleaning cloth. For
more information and internet ordering,
visit Cascade Microphones.
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because their fine off-axis response complemented
this technique; a little bass boost from a high-quality
equalizer usually fixed the low end problem
sufficiently.
  The large (approximately 1”) diaphragm condenser
microphones (from Neumann and AKG) had much
better low frequency response, but terrible off-axis
response. So different uses evolved for them — as
spot microphones for vocalists (where their euphonic
colorations and proximity effect when used as
cardioids were deemed favorable) and, in general, for
most multi-microphone situations in pop and jazz
music recording.
  There actually existed an in-between-sized, 3/4-
inch diaphragm mic — the vacuum tube Sony C-37
(and its descendants, whose 3/4” diaphragm
capsules constituted basically the entire Sony electret
line, such as the ECM-22 and 33P), but it was rather
noisy. Although it had its champions, the C-37 wasn’t
used nearly as widely as the German and Austrian
mics, and certainly not for classical music recording.
  Microphone capsule and diaphragm research and
development, however, did not stop during the
sixties. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, modern
mic pioneers — among them the late Stephen Paul
and David Royer — experimented with different
diaphragm material and thickness, and by the mid-
eighties, Stephen Paul became the first person to
produce large diaphragm capsules made of, initially,
3-micron thin gold-sputtered Mylar, and later, 1.5-,
1-, and 0.9-micron Mylar. These new diaphragm
materials produced mics which exhibited far better
transient and off-axis response than the older 6-10
micron PVC.
  Stephen Paul also produced 1/2”-diaphragms with
3- and 1-micron Mylar, which showed analogously
improved characteristics. I own more than a dozen of
his modified Neumann and AKG vacuum tube
microphones — both large and small diaphragm
models — and can personally attest to their high
resolution and superb sound pickup qualities.
  When American vacuum tube importer and
microphone manufacturer, Aspen Pittman (Groove
Tubes) was exploring the possibility of outsourcing
capsule manufacturing to China in the 1990s, he
specified a 3/4”-diaphragm — in an attempt to
improve the typical falling low-end response of small
diaphragm microphones. He told me he was trying to
build a vacuum tube microphone that “sounded like a
Neumann KM 54, only better.”
  In the low-frequency domain, this capsule was a
success, but its 6-micron thickness, and early
Chinese electronic design still exhibited uneven off-
axis response. Thus, the GT-40 and its various
successors were still not suited for coincident miking,
despite their smooth, warm, and large sound.
  But progress continued, and that Chinese
manufacturer went on to make newer versions of this
capsule for other companies, including M-Audio, in
the form of their Pulsar, Aries, and Pulsar II. These
were improvements upon the GT-C1 cardioid capsule,
but it remained 6 microns thick, and still rather
“slow” sounding, with not much better off-axis

Brand New!
Alan Parsons Releases
“The Art and Science of
Sound Recording”

  
  Alan Parsons has released the first six
sections of “The Art and Science Of
Sound Recording,” an eight-hour
collection of training videos that gives
viewers exclusive insider access to
legendary musicians, producers and
engineers and to their award-winning
recording techniques. The videos are
available through streaming and digital
download by clicking ASSR Video.
  Produced by Parsons, the video
sections include “guests” who span the
entire realm of music recording, from
producers like Jack Joseph Puig (John
Mayer, Green Day, Fergie); John Fields
(The Jonas Brothers, Miley Cyrus); Elliot
Scheiner (The Eagles, Steely Dan) and
Jack Douglas (John Lennon, Aerosmith,
Slash): Tony Brown (Dixie Chicks,
George Strait); Chuck Ainlay (Melissa
Etheridge, Mark Knopfler); Sylvia
Massey (Beck, Tool); Jimmy Douglass
(Justin Timberlake, Timbaland); Allen
Sides (Phil Collins, Joni Mitchell); as well
as Grammy-winning artists like Michael
McDonald, Taylor Hawkins and The Foo
Fighters.
  “The Art and Science of Sound
Recording” series also invites viewers
into Parsons' personal custom HD
recording facility as well as some of the
country’s most-acclaimed recording
studios, including Ocean Way, Record
One, Sound Kitchen, Blackbird, Phantom
Recording and Henson Recording Studios
(formerly A&M.)
  The initial sections individually
examine the topics of MIDI, EQ, Delays,
Drums, Noise Gates and Recording a
Choir. Presented in an easy-to-follow,
step by step style, each section offers
insider tips and tricks.
  For more information go to The Art
and Science of Sound Recording web
site at
www.artandscienceofsound.com
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Older Post

response. And the amplifiers were nothing special.
  David Royer, however, came upon the perfect
solution that solved all the aforementioned problems
of transient and off-axis response, and designed a
new capsule for the latest version of this evolving
microphone. He instructed the Chinese lab to skin a
variation of their 3/4”-capsule with 3 micron Mylar, à
la Stephen Paul, properly sputtered with gold. This
design is the heart of the Mojave MA-101fet
microphone.

—Dr. Frederick J. Bashour
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VSE UberClock Mod
Boosts Performance
For Sony SACD Players

 Music Technology, Inc., a Northern
Virginia audio technology company, has
added the UberClock and the Terra Firma
Lite clock modifications to its list of Vacuum
State Electronics upgrades for
SACD/CD/DVD-Audio players. The clock
upgrade is claimed to make significant sonic
improvements in players that receive the
modification.
Developed through his company, Vacuum
State Electronics, Allen Wright and his
engineers have two new products: the
UberClock ($1,795) and Terra Firma Lite
($999) clock upgrades. These new clock
modification options are said to significantly
reduce power supply noise that can audibly
affect sound reproduction via the digital clock.
Wright developed the new version based on
his Reference Clock Module that was part of
the original VS upgrade path for various
players, including the highly regarded Sony
SCD-1 and XA-777-ES SACD players.
 The UberClock is housed in an external
anodized aluminum chassis that is sized to fit
on top of the top-loading Sony SCD-1 or SCD-
777ES — without interfering with the loading
mechanism. It is available in both silver (clear)
anodize or black anodize finishes with etched
and filled lettering. This chassis connects to
the player via a short BNC interconnect that
plugs into a female BNC connector on the
player. VSE-trained technicians must install
the internal electronics and add the BNC
connection to the rear player.
The Terra Firma Lite is a lower cost version of
the clock and is designed to be installed
inside the player, with only the addition of a
toggle switch on the rear panel seen from the
outside. The switch puts the clock into a quick
start mode to allow use of the player before
the clock has reached its maximum potential.
 According to Music Technology Chief
Technician Bill  Thalmann, the Terra Firma Lite
Clock mod improves the subjective sound to
about 80 percent of the UberClock
modification. Music Technology also
recommends the VSE analog modifications
(currently up to Level 6) to get the most out of
your Sony SCD-1, XA-777ES or other player
that the mod kits are available.
 For more info about players eligible for
VSE upgrades, go to Vacuum State
Electronics Latest SACD Updates, or call
703-764-7005.


